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OSWorkflow: A guide for Java developers and architects to integrating open-source Business Process ManagementPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers all aspects of OSWorkflow for Java developers and system architects, from basics of Business Process Management and installing OSWorkflow to developing complex Java applications and integrating this open-source Java workflow engine with the third-party components Drools for business rules, Quartz for task scheduling, and Pentaho...
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Maran Illustrated Weight TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Weight Training is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each exercise from beginning to end, while photographs and illustrations show you the targeted muscles for each...
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AspectJ CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
This hands-on book shows readers why and how common Java development problems can be solved by using new Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) techniques. With a wide variety of code recipes for solving day-to-day design and coding problems using AOP's unique approach, AspectJ Cookbook demonstrates that AOP is more than...
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Designing Active Server PagesO'Reilly, 2000
Designing Active Server Pages provides an important tool for  often-overworked ASP programmers: a set of techniques for making the wisest use  of the technology in a production environment. Targeting an audience of readers  who already are seasoned in ASP, author Scott Mitchell explores techniques for  producing "reusable and robust...
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Business Process Management with JBoss jBPMPackt Publishing, 2007
This book teaches Business Analysts to model business processes in JBoss jBPM and generate workflow application code from their models without Java coding expertise. It is a full toolkit for anyone wanting to implement Business Process Management correctly, covering tasks common to all BPM implementations, although it is focused on popular, free,...
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Image Acquisition and Processing with LabVIEW (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2003

	Image Acquisition and Processing with LabVIEW fills a hole in the LabVIEW technical publication range. It is intended for competent LabVIEW programmers, as a general training manual for those new to National Instruments (NI) Vision application development and a reference for more-experienced vision programmers. It is assumed that readers have...
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Verilog and SystemVerilog Gotchas: 101 Common Coding Errors and How to Avoid ThemSpringer, 2007

	This book will help engineers write better Verilog/SystemVerilog design and verification code as well as deliver digital designs to market more quickly. It shows over 100 common coding mistakes that can be made with the Verilog and SystemVerilog languages. Each example explains in detail the symptoms of the error, the languages rules that...
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PostgreSQL Server Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Extend PostgreSQL using PostgreSQL server programming to create, test, debug, and optimize a range of user-defined functions in your favorite programming language


	About This Book

	
		Acquaint yourself with all the options to extend PostgreSQL using the programming language of your choice such as C++ and...
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H.264 and MPEG-4 Video Compression: Video Coding for Next Generation MultimediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Following on from the successful MPEG-2 standard, MPEG-4 Visual is enabling a new wave of multimedia applications from Internet video streaming to mobile video conferencing. The new H.264 ‘Advanced Video Coding’ standard promises impressive compression performance and is gaining support from developers and manufacturers. The first...
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Java 2 Micro Edition: Professional Developer's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The ultimate guide to programming handheld and embedded devices      

Can Java be used effectively on small computing devices? Absolutely, says expert Eric Giguère, as he introduces Java™ 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)–the new release from Sun Microsystems designed specifically to run on small computing devices like cellular...
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DB2 pureXML Cookbook: Master the Power of the IBM Hybrid Data ServerIBM Press, 2009

	Hands-On Solutions and Best Practices for Developing and Managing XML Database Applications with DB2


	 


	More and more database developers and DBAs are being asked to develop applications and manage databases that involve XML data. Many are utilizing...
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Learning Perforce SCMPackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide to the world's leading enterprise configuration management system


	Overview

	
		Master the use of P4V - the Perforce Visual Client
	
		Get into the Perforce mindset for seamless use in your daily work
	
		Grasp key concepts and learn how to apply them for proper...
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